
Characters D6 / Gruna (Nessie Freighter Captain)

Name: Gruna

Species: Nessie

Gender: Male

Hair color: Gray

Skin color: Pale

MOVE - 10

DEXTERITY: 2D

        Blaster: 3D+1

        Dodge: 3D+2

PERCEPTION: 3D+2

        Bargain: 5D+1

        Command: 4D+2

        Search: 4D+1

KNOWLEDGE: 3D+1

        Planetary Systems: 4D+2

        Value: 4D+1

STRENGTH: 2D

        Brawling: 3D

MECHANICAL: 3D+2

         Astrogation: 4D+2

         Communications: 5D

         Sensors: 4D

         Space Transports: 5D+1

TECHNICAL: 2D+1

         Space Transport Repair: 4D+2

EQUIPMENT

        CREDITS - 800

                Spacers Clothing, Blaster Pistol (4D), Comlink

FORCE SENSITIVE N

FORCE POINTS 2

DARK SIDE POINTS 0

CHARACTER POINTS 5

Description: Gruna was the male Nessie captain of an Ithullian ore hauler, which carried valuable

mutonium ore through the Stenness Node in the years leading up to the Great Sith War. Gruna's ship

often came under attack by pirates, such as Finhead Stonebone and his gang, due to the hauler's

expensive cargo. To counter this, Gruna paid local crime lord Bogga the Hutt to provide security while the



ore hauler made its runs through the pirates' territory. On one particular shipment in 3999 BBY,

Stonebone's group ambushed Gruna's ship, killing Bogga's enforcer, Dreebo, and siphoning some of the

ore. However, Bogga's warship, Enforcer One, dropped out of hyperspace and captured the pirates,

saving Gruna, his crew, and his cargo.

Biography

In the years leading up to the Great Sith War, Gruna, a male Nessie, worked as the captain of an Ithullian

ore hauler starship. Gruna's ore hauler, which was made from the carapace of a Colossus wasp,

transported valuable mutonium ore from mining colonies in the Stenness Node to the Stenness

Hyperspace Terminal. However, these endeavors carried with them great risk, as local pirates often

targeted the ore haulers while they traveled through the Node. To protect his cargo from the marauders,

Gruna paid a fortune to local crime lord Bogga the Hutt in exchange for armed escorts.

In 3999 BBY, Gruna was making a routine shipment of mutonium to the Stenness Hyperspace Terminal

when his ore hauler came under attack by Finhead Stonebone's gang of pirates. One of Bogga's men,

Dreebo, quickly swooped in piloting his starfighter to protect Gruna's vessel, but he was killed by pirate

gunner C'borp in the pirate ship Marauder Starjacker. Gruna and his ship were rendered defenseless,

and the pirates breached the ore hauler's hull to begin siphoning the ore. However, Bogga's warship,

Enforcer One, appeared out of hyperspace, capturing the pirates and saving Gruna and his crew.

Personality and traits

Gruna despised the pirates who plagued the Stenness Node, referring to them as "scum." He quickly

grew exasperated and irritated when the pirates attacked his ship, as he expected Bogga's enforcers to

come to his rescue faster. 
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